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Abstract. We use the projection complex machinery of Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara
to study hierarchically hyperbolic groups. In particular, we show that if the group has
a BBF colouring and its associated hyperbolic spaces are quasiisometric to trees, then
the group is quasiisometric to a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex. We deduce
various properties, including the Helly property for hierarchically quasiconvex subsets.

1. Introduction

The original motivation for defining hierarchically hyperbolic groups (HHGs) was to
build a bridge between the worlds of mapping class groups and cubical groups, providing a
framework for studying both. The idea is that these groups can be studied via a “hierarchy”
of associated hyperbolic spaces: a question about the group is broken into questions about
the hyperbolic spaces and the relations between them, and the answers are assembled
into an answer to the original question, often using core structure theorems established in
[BHS19]. This is a common generalisation of the Masur–Minsky machinery [MM00] and
of [BHS17b]; it is somewhat related to the work of Kim–Koberda on right-angled Artin
groups [KK14], and also to the work of Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara [BBF15] (which
features prominently in the present paper).

When a cubical group admits such a structure (which, in fact, all known cubical groups
do [HS20]), the associated hyperbolic spaces can always be taken to be quasiisometric to
trees (i.e. quasitrees), and this raises the converse question: if the associated hyperbolic
spaces are all quasitrees, is the hierarchically hyperbolic group necessarily quasiisometric
to a cube complex? We give an affirmative answer under a natural assumption.

Theorem 3.15. Any hierarchically hyperbolic group with a BBF colouring and whose
associated hyperbolic spaces are quasitrees admits a quasimedian quasiisometry to a finite-
dimensional CAT(0) cube complex.

See Section 3 for the definition of a BBF colouring and a more precise statement. Propo-
sition 3.2 establishes a sufficient condition in terms of separability of stabilisers of product
regions for an HHG to virtually admit a BBF colouring. For the purposes of Theorem 3.15,
a virtual BBF colouring is sufficient, since finite-index subgroups of HHGs are HHGs with
the same hierarchically hyperbolic structure [ANS19]. Examples of HHGs with virtual
BBF colourings (also known as colourable HHGs [DMS20]) include:

‚ hyperbolic groups;
‚ mapping class groups of finite-type oriented hyperbolic surfaces [BHS19, BBF15];
‚ virtually compact special groups (e.g. right-angled Artin and right-angled Coxeter
groups) [BHS17b];

‚ many non-special cocompactly cubulated groups, e.g. the Burger-Mozes [BM00]
and Wise [Wis07] lattices in products of trees.

In fact, there are few known examples of HHGs that do not virtually admit BBF colourings
[Hag21]. An interesting question is whether the HHG combination theorems from [BHS19]
and [BR20] preserve the property of BBF colourability. The motivating examples of HHGs
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where the associated hyperbolic spaces are quasi-trees are cubical groups, but there are
non-cubical examples. For instance, in forthcoming work of the first author, Russell, Sisto,
and Spriano, it is shown that fundamental groups of non-geometric 3–dimensional graph
manifolds have this property, but not all such groups are cocompactly cubulated [HP15].

We actually prove something more general, namely that if we drop the quasitree assump-
tion then we still get a(n equivariant) quasimedian quasiisometric embedding in a finite
product of hyperbolic spaces (Theorem 3.1). In the mapping class group case, this, minus
the quasimedian property, is a result of Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara [BBF15, Thm C],
and our work extends their construction. Roughly, our strategy is to show that when the
map from [BBF15] is composed with projection to one of the factor hyperbolic spaces,
then hierarchy paths get sent to unparametrised quasigeodesics (Proposition 3.10). From
this, work of Russell–Spriano–Tran [RST18] lets us deduce that the map is quasimedian
(Proposition 3.9).

Our proof of Theorem 3.1, together with [BBF15, Thm 4.14], yields property (QT),
introduced in the context of mapping class groups and residually finite hyperbolic groups
in [BBF19]:

Corollary 1.1. Let G be a hierarchically hyperbolic group with a BBF colouring and whose
associated hyperbolic spaces are quasi-trees. Then G acts metrically properly by quasimedian
isometries on a finite product of quasitrees.

Note that Theorem 3.15 does not apply to mapping class groups (except for a few low-
complexity examples), as work of Gabai shows that the curve graph is not a quasitree
[Gab09]. To go from a quasimedian quasiisometric embedding to an actual quasiisometry
in the quasitree case, we use a general result, Proposition 2.12, which we believe to be of
independent interest.

It turns out that the quasimedian quasiisometry of Theorem 3.15 can be taken to “respect
convexity”, in the sense that hierarchically quasiconvex subsets of the group correspond to
convex subcomplexes of the cube complex (Proposition 3.16). Much of the geometric power
of CAT(0) cube complexes comes from their convex subcomplexes, and this allows us to
transfer that power across to the group. In particular, it allows us to show that such
subsets satisfy a coarse version of the Helly property (Theorem 4.3), and this leads to
bounded packing for subgroups of this type.

One might hope to establish Theorem 3.15 in greater generality by using the “cubulation
of hulls” theorem [BHS21, Thm 2.1], which says that the hull of a finite set in a hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space can be approximated by a CAT(0) cube complex. The strategy of
proof for that theorem is to take an approximating tree in each associated hyperbolic space
and build walls. These approximating trees introduce dependence on the size of the finite
set, which would not happen if the hyperbolic spaces were trees to begin with, so one could
try to quasicubulate the group by taking uniform cubulations of an exhaustive sequence
of finite sets. Unfortunately, the construction of the walls has an essential dependence on
the size of the finite set beyond that coming from the individual hyperbolic spaces.

It is natural to wonder to what extent the quasitree condition is necessary: perhaps
enough “quasi-treeness” is already built into the machinery associated to the BBF colouring.
Indeed, in [BBF19] it is shown that mapping class groups act properly on finite products
of quasitrees in such a way that orbit maps are quasiisometric embeddings. This raises the
following question:

Question 1. When is a hierarchically hyperbolic group with a BBF colouring quasi-
isometric to a CAT(0) cube complex?
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For mapping class groups, it is interesting to ask whether the property of having finitely
many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups can be explained using only the hierarchy ma-
chinery and the Bestvina-Bromberg-Fujiwara construction, without explicit use of Nielsen
realisation as in Bridson’s proof [Bri00]. That is:

Question 2. Does every hierarchically hyperbolic group with a BBF colouring have finitely
many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups?

Theorem 3.15 can be viewed as geometric evidence that Question 2 has a positive answer
if the associated hyperbolic spaces are quasitrees, and in fact a previous version of this
article contained a proof of that special case. A complete proof for all HHGs has since
appeared in [HHP20].
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2. Background

2.1. Hierarchically hyperbolic groups

In the present paper, we deal with hierarchically hyperbolic groups, or HHGs. A full
definition can be found in [BHS19, Def. 1.1, 1.21], and [Sis19] gives a nice introduction
to the concept. Roughly, an HHG consists of a finitely generated group G (with a fixed
finite generating set giving a word metric dG), a set S, and a number E such that the pair
pG,Sq has the following additional structure.

‚ For each domain U P S there is an associated E–hyperbolic space CU and an
pE,Eq–coarsely Lipschitz E–coarsely onto projection πU : GÑ CU .

‚ S has three relations: nesting, Ă, a partial order; orthogonality, K, symmetric and
antireflexive; and transversality, &, the complement of Ă and K.

‚ G acts cofinitely on S, preserving these relations.
‚ There is a coarse map ρVU : CV Ñ CU whenever U Ĺ V , and a specified subset
ρUV Ă CV of diameter at most E whenever U Ĺ V or U&V .

‚ All g1, g2 P G have corresponding isometries gi : CU Ñ CgiU such that g1g2 “ g1¨g2,
and gπU pxq “ πgU pgxq and gρUV “ ρgUgV hold whenever U Ĺ V or U&V and x P G.

‚ For every x P G, the tuple pπU pxqqS is E–consistent (defined below).
The axioms also include the existence of a function E : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q, coming from

the uniqueness axiom ([BHS19, Def. 1.1(9)]), whose exact statement is not needed here.
When E is referred to as a constant, we are abusing notation and mean Ep0q. The value
of Ep0q also depends on the other HHG axioms, such as partial realisation; see [BHS19,
Def. 1.1(8)]. When we say that a constant depends only on E, we mean that it depends only
on the HHG structure. For justifications of the facts that Ep0q can be taken to be uniform
and that the πU are coarsely onto, see [BHS19, Rem. 1.6, 1.3]. The above conditions on
the isometries g : CU Ñ CgU are simpler than those in the original definition in [BHS19],
but it is shown in [DHS20] that they are equivalent, so we just take them as the definition.

The complexity of pG,Sq is the (finite) cardinality of a maximal Ĺ–chain. We now define
consistency for tuples; we shall often remark that an inequality holds “by consistency”.

Definition 2.1 (κ–consistent tuple). For a number κ ě E, let b “ pbU q P
ś

S PpCUq be
a tuple such that every set bU has diameter at most κ. We say that b is κ–consistent if

min
 

dU pbU , ρ
V
U q, dV pbV , ρ

U
V q

(

ď κ whenever U&V, and

min
 

dV pbV , ρ
U
V q,diampbU Y ρ

V
U pbV qq

(

ď κ whenever U Ĺ V.
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Throughout, we write dU px, yq to mean dCU pπU pxq, πU pyqq for points (or sets) in G.
More generally, if A Ă G and x P G, we write dU px,Aq to mean dCU pπU pxq, πU pAqq. If
x P G and V&U or V Ĺ U , then dU px, ρ

V
U q denotes dCU pπU pxq, ρ

V
U q. Let s ě 100E. As in

[BHS19, §2.2], we say that a domain U P S is s–relevant for x, y P G if dU px, yq ą s. We
write Relspx, yq for the set of s–relevant domains. Any set of pairwise transverse elements
of Relspx, yq has a total order ă, obtained by setting U ă V whenever dU py, ρ

V
U q ď E

[BHS19, Prop. 2.8].
For numbers r and s, let ttruus be equal to r if r ě s, and zero otherwise. The distance

formula for HHGs, [BHS19, Thm 4.5] states that for any sufficiently large s (in terms of
E and the complexity) there are constants As and Bs such that, for any x, y P G,

1

As

ÿ

S

ttdU px, yquus ´Bs ď dGpx, yq ď As
ÿ

S

ttdU px, yquus `Bs.(DF)

Closely related to the distance formula is the existence of hierarchy paths. It is an
important theorem that for sufficiently large D, any two points in an HHG are connected
by a D–hierarchy path [BHS19, Thm 4.4].

Definition 2.2 (Hierarchy path). In a metric spaceX, a coarse map γ : r0, T s Ñ X is aD–
quasigeodesic if it is a pD,Dq–quasiisometric embedding. A coarse map γ : r0, T s Ñ X is an
unparametrised D–quasigeodesic if there is a strictly increasing function f : r0, T s Ñ r0, T s
with fp0q “ 0, fpT q “ T such that γf is a D–quasigeodesic. A D–quasigeodesic γ Ă G is
a D–hierarchy path if every πUγ is an unparametrised D–quasigeodesic.

It is actually possible to establish the distance formula and the existence of hierarchy
paths in the slightly more general setting of [Bow18, Thms 1.1, 1.2].

A useful notion in the study of hyperbolic spaces is that of a quasiconvex subset, and
there is a natural analogue for HHGs.

Definition 2.3 (Hierarchical quasiconvexity). Let k : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q. A set Z Ă G is
k–hierarchically quasiconvex if every πU pZq is kp0q–quasiconvex and any point x P G with
dU px,Zq ď κ for all domains U is kpκq–close to Z.

Hierarchically quasiconvex subsets can also be characterised in terms of hierarchy paths:
there is a function k1 such that Z is k–hierarchically quasiconvex if and only if every D–
hierarchy path with endpoints in Z stays k1pk,Dq–close to Z [RST18, Prop. 5.7].

The next two definitions are of prototypical examples of hierarchically quasiconvex sub-
sets. See [BHS19, Def. 5.15, 6.1] respectively.

Definition 2.4 (Standard product region). For U P S, the standard product region asso-
ciated to U is the nonempty (by the partial realisation axiom of HHGs) set PU “ tx P G :
dV px, ρ

U
V q ď E for all V&U , V Ľ Uu.

Note that the equivariance in the definition of an HHG gives gPU “ PgU for all g P G.
We also remark that there is a slight formal difference between this definition of product
regions and the one in [BHS19], but this is all the structure we require: despite the name
we shall never have cause to refer to the coarse product structure of PU . Recall that in a
hyperbolic space C, the hull of a subset A, denoted hullCpAq, is the union of all geodesics
in C between pairs of points in A.

Definition 2.5 (Hull). For a number θ, the θ–hull of a set A Ă G, denoted HθpAq, is
the set of points x P G that project θ–close to hullCU pπU pAqq in each domain U . We give
HθpAq the subspace metric.

By [BHS19, Lem. 6.2], if θ is sufficiently large in terms of E then there is a function
k such that HθpAq is k–hierarchically quasiconvex for any set A. One can actually use
hierarchical quasiconvexity of the hull of a pair of points to prove the distance formula; a
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proof along these lines can be found in [Bow18], and the proof in [BHS19] also relies on
this property.

2.2. Median and coarse median spaces

Definition 2.6 (Median graph, algebra). A graph is median if for any three vertices
x1, x2, x3 there is a unique vertex m, called the median of the triple, such that dpxi, xjq “
dpxi,mq`dpm,xjq whenever i ‰ j. A discrete median algebra is the 0–skeleton of a median
graph, equipped with the median operation.

Though this is not the standard definition of a discrete median algebra, it is an equivalent
one, by [Rol98, Prop. 2.17]. Note that dpmpx1, x2, yq,mpx1, x2, zqq ď dpy, zq, so the median
map is 1–Lipschitz; see [CDH10, Cor. 2.15], for example.

Remark 2.7. Every median graph is the 1–skeleton of a unique CAT(0) cube complex
[Che00, Thm 6.1], and the 1–skeleton of any CAT(0) cube complex is a median graph. This
establishes a three-way correspondence between discrete median algebras, median graphs,
and CAT(0) cube complexes.

We say that a discrete median algebra has finite rank R if the corresponding CAT(0)
cube complex has dimension R. Given a subset A of a discrete median algebra V , the
subalgebra it generates, denoted xAy, is the smallest subset of V that is closed under the
median operation and contains A. We say that A is M–median if the median of any three
points in A is M–close to A.

For C ą 0, a C–path in a metric space is a sequence of points x0, x1, . . . , xn such that
dpxi, xi`1q ď C for all i. Following [Bow18], we say that a subset A is C–connected if any
two points of A can be joined by a C–path.

Proposition 2.8. For all numbers R, C, and M , there is a number H such that if A is an
C–connected M–median subset of a discrete median algebra V of rank R, then there exists
A1 Ă V such that dHauspA, xA1yq ď H and xA1y is 1–connected.

The C “ 1 case of this lemma is proven in [Bow18, Prop. 4.1], and there Bowditch
remarks that one can show that any C–connectedM–median subset is a bounded Hausdorff
distance from the median subalgebra it generates.

Proof of Proposition 2.8. Decompose A as a disjoint union of maximal 1–connected subsets
Ai. Let Si be the (nonempty unless A “ Ai) set of all Aj with dpAi, Ajq ď C, and let A1 be
the 1–connected set obtained from A by adding, for each i, a geodesic of length at most C
from Ai to each Aj P Si. Clearly dHauspA,A

1q ď C. Since the median map is 1–Lipschitz,
A1 is pM ` 3Cq–median, so by [Bow18, Prop. 4.1] it is a bounded Hausdorff distance from
xA1y, which is 1–connected by [Bow18, Lem. 2.1]. �

Although our proof of Proposition 2.8 made no explicit reference to the constant R, this
appears in the proof of [Bow18, Prop. 4.1].

A more general notion than median graphs and algebras is that of a coarse median space,
introduced by Bowditch in [Bow13].

Definition 2.9 (Coarse median space). A metric space pX, dq is said to be a coarse median
space if it admits a map m : X3 Ñ X with the property that there exists a function
h : NÑ r0,8q such that:

‚ For all x, y, z, x1, y1, z1 P X we have

d
`

pmpx, y, zq,mpx1, y1, z1q
˘

ď hp1q
`

dpx, x1q ` dpy, y1q ` dpz, z1q ` 1
˘

.
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‚ For all n P N, if A Ă X has cardinality at most n then there exists a finite discrete
median algebra V , and maps f : AÑ V and g : V Ñ X such that

´ d
`

gmV px, y, zq,mpgpxq, gpyq, gpzqq
˘

ď hpnq for all x, y, z, P V ;

´ dpa, gfpaqq ď hpnq for all a P A.

As mentioned in [Bow13], we can also assume thatm is symmetric, and thatmpx, x, yq “
x for all pairs x, y P X.

Every median graph (i.e. 1–skeleton of a CAT(0) cube complex [Che00]) is a coarse
median space [Bow19]; the proof of this relies on the fact the convex hull of any finite
subset of a CAT(0) cube complex is finite. Hyperbolic spaces are also coarse median
spaces, as any finite set of points can be approximated by a tree, and the median function
comes naturally from the thin triangles condition. It is shown in [BHS19, Thm 7.3] that
every HHG is a coarse median space, with the function h depending only on E. In this
case, the median of x, y, z P G is a point that projects uniformly close to the (coarse)
median of the triple pπU pxq, πU pyq, πU pzqq in every hyperbolic space CU .

There is a natural type of structure-preserving map between quasigeodesic coarse median
spaces, which Bowditch calls a “quasimorphism”. We refer to such maps as “quasimedian”,
as in [BHS21].

Definition 2.10 (Quasimedian map). Let pX, dX ,mXq and pY, dY ,mY q be quasigeodesic
coarse median spaces. A map ψ : Y Ñ X is D–quasimedian if

dX
`

ψmY px, y, zq,mXpψpxq, ψpyq, ψpzq
˘

ď D for all x, y, z P Y.

We conclude this section with a tool for showing that a space is quasiisometric to a
CAT(0) cube complex. It says that one can upgrade a quasiisometric embedding in a
CAT(0) cube complex to a quasiisometry to a (different) cube complex, as long as the
embedding is quasimedian. First we need a simple lemma (which is also observed in [Bow18,
Section 2]).

Lemma 2.11. If Y is a 1–connected median subalgebra of a CAT(0) cube complex X, then
any two points y, y1 P Y can be joined by a 1–path in Y that is a geodesic of X. That is,
Y is isometrically embedded.

Proof. We proceed by induction on dpy, y1q. If dpy, y1q “ 1, then there is nothing to prove, so
suppose that dpy, y1q “ n ą 1. Since Y is 1–connected, there is a 1–path P “ pp0, . . . , pmq
in Y from y to y1. Let P 1 “ pp10, . . . , p1mq be the path in the interval ry, y1s of X given by
p1i “ mpy, y1, piq. As Y is a median subalgebra, P 1 lies in Y , and P 1 is a 1–path because m
is 1–Lipschitz. Thus there exists j such that dpy, p1jq “ n ´ 1. Since p1j P ry, y

1s, we have
that dpp1j , y

1q “ 1. By the inductive hypothesis, y is joined to p1j by a path in Y that is a
geodesic in X, and adding the edge from p1j to y

1 completes the inductive step. �

Proposition 2.12. If a coarsely connected coarse median space X admits a quasimedian
quasiisometric embedding Φ in a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex C, then X is
quasiisometric to a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex.

Proof. By finite-dimensionality of C, we can perturb Φ so that its image is contained in C0,
the 0–skeleton of C, which is a discrete median algebra by Remark 2.7. The image ΦpXq
is coarsely connected because Φ is coarsely Lipschitz and X is coarsely connected. Since
Φ is quasimedian, the median of any three points in ΦpXq lies uniformly close to ΦpXq.
Proposition 2.8 shows that ΦpXq is a bounded Hausdorff distance from a 1–connected
median subalgebra X 1 of C0, which is isometrically embedded by Lemma 2.11. Thus Φ is
a quasiisometry from X to the CAT(0) subcomplex of C whose 0–skeleton is X 1. �
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2.3. Wallspaces, codimension–1 subgroups, and bounded packing

A subgroup H of a group G has bounded packing if for each distance R there exists a
number N such that at most N cosets of H can be pairwise R–close in G. See [HW09] for
an account of this.

Haglund and Paulin introduced wallspaces in [HP98]. The reader is referred to [HW14]
for a survey in line with our usage, as well as for an account of codimension–1 subgroups.

Definition 2.13 (Wallspace). A wall W in a nonempty set X is a partition of X into
halfspaces, X “

ÐÝ
W

ŮÝÑ
W . A pair of points in X is separated by W if they do not both lie

in the same halfspace. A wallspace is a set X with a collection W of walls such that each
pair of points is separated by finitely many walls.

If X admits an action of a group G then we say a wallspace structure pX,Wq is G–
invariant if GW “ W. Such a structure leads to an action of G on a CAT(0) cube
complex, namely the dual cube complex defined below.

Definition 2.14 (Coherent orientation). An orientation of W is a choice of halfspace for
each W P W. We say the orientation is coherent if no two chosen halfspaces are disjoint
and every x P X lies in all but finitely many of the chosen halfspaces.

Such orientations are more commonly called consistent and canonical, but this conflicts
with the terminology for consistency of tuples.

Definition 2.15 (Dual complex). Consider the graph with a vertex for each coherent
orientation p of W and an edge joining p, q whenever they differ on exactly one wall. This
graph is median [Nic04, Prop. 4.5], so it is the 1–skeleton of a unique CAT(0) cube complex
by Remark 2.7. We call this complex the cube complex dual to pX,Wq.
Definition 2.16 (Codimension–1). Let G be a finitely generated group with Cayley graph
CaypGq. The subgroup H ă G is codimension–1 if for some number r there are at least
two H–orbits of components Ki of CaypGq r NrpHq with the property that Ki is not
contained in the s–neighbourhood of H for any s. We call such components deep.

Following Sageev [Sag97], one can use the existence of a codimension–1 subgroup to
construct a G–invariant wallspace structure on G, leading to an action of G on the dual
cube complex: let K be the H–orbit of a deep component in CaypGq r NrpHq, and for
each translate gK of K by g P G, create a wall by partitioning G as gK

Ů

pGr gKq.

3. Cubulation

In [BBF15], a construction is made that, roughly speaking, takes a collection Y of
geodesic spaces Y with “projection maps” between them, and, for any sufficiently large
constant K, produces a metric space CKY with an isometrically embedded copy of each
Y . It is usual to suppress the constant K. It turns out that if the Y are uniformly
hyperbolic then CY is hyperbolic [BBF15, Thm 4.17]. Lemma 3.4 shows that any set
Si of pairwise transverse domains in an HHG satisfies the conditions of the construction,
allowing one to build such a hyperbolic space from them. According to [BBF15, § 4.4], a
sufficiently nice group action on Y induces an action on CY. Lemma 3.4 also shows that
if Si is G–invariant then the action of G is sufficiently nice, so G acts on CSi.

By a BBF colouring of an HHG pG,Sq we mean a decomposition S “
Ůχ
i“1Si into a

finite number of G–invariant subsets Si such that any two domains in the same set are
transverse. In [BBF15, §5], such a colouring is constructed for (a finite-index subgroup
of) the mapping class group. It is easy to see that the existence of a BBF colouring is
equivalent to the property that no domain is orthogonal to any of its translates.

The following theorem, which we prove in Section 3.2, extends [BBF15, Thm C]. Since
their construction only uses the hierarchy structure of the mapping class group, the main
addition to their result is the quasimedian property.
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Theorem 3.1. Let pG,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic group with a BBF colouring S “
ŮχSi. There is a number K0 “ K0pEq such that for any K ą K0 there is an equivariant
quasimedian quasiisometric embedding Ψ : G Ñ

śχ CSi, with constants depending only
on E, K, and χ.

It follows that the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 also holds for any group that is virtually an
HHG with a BBF colouring, even though such a group need not be an HHG itself [PS20].

Before proving Theorem 3.1, we establish sufficient conditions for an HHG to virtually
admit a BBF colouring. Note that the equivariance in the definition of an HHG ensures
that StabGpUq acts on the product region PU for all U P S.

Proposition 3.2. If pG,Sq is an HHG such that, for every U P S, the subgroup StabGpUq
is separable in G and acts cocompactly on PU , then G has a finite-index subgroup that admits
a BBF colouring.

Remark 3.3. In the case where G is the mapping class group of a finite-type hyper-
bolic surface, S is the set of isotopy classes of essential (possibly disconnected) subsur-
faces [BHS19], and a finite-index BBF-colourable subgroup is provided by [BBF15, Prop.
5.8]. One could also seemingly produce such a subgroup by combining Proposition 3.2
with [LM07, Thm 1.5], since the latter result says that multicurve stabilisers in the map-
ping class group are separable.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let U1, . . . , Un be a complete set of representatives of G–orbits
of domains, so that every product region is PgUi “ gPUi for some g P G and some i. If
h P PUi then 1 P Ph´1Ui

, so we may assume that 1 P PUi . Using cocompactness, fix t such
that PUi Ă NtpStabGpUiqq for all i.

For a constant R ą 0, suppose that g R StabGpUiq but PUi and gPUi come R–close. Then
there exist a, b P StabGpUiq with dGpa, gbq ă R`10t, and, in particular, |a´1gb| ă R`10t.
Separability of StabGpUiq gives a finite-index subgroup Gi of G that contains StabGpUiq
but no elements with word length less than 20pR ` tq that represent nontrivial cosets of
StabGpUiq. Indeed, any of the finitely many such elements is separated from StabGpUiq
by a finite-index subgroup, and one can take Gi to be the intersection of these. We have
a´1gb R Gi, but we also have a´1, b P StabGpUiq ă Gi. Thus g R Gi, and hence Ui and gUi
are not in the same Gi–orbit.

The Gi are finite-index subgroups of G such that no two Gi–translates of PUi are R–
close, so the intersection G1 “

ŞnGi is a finite-index subgroup of G such that no two
translates of any product region are R–close. It suffices to show that, for sufficiently large
R, no domain is orthogonal to any of its G1–translates.

If UKgU , then let z P PU . By the partial realisation axiom, there is an element x P G
such that the distances

dU px, zq, dgU px, gzq, dV px, ρ
U
V q, and dW px, ρ

gU
W q

are all bounded above by E whenever one of V Ľ U or V&U and one of W Ľ gU or
W&gU holds. Then x is close to both PU and PgU , so the distance between PU and PgU
is bounded in terms of E. Taking R larger than this bound completes the proof. �

3.1. Review of the construction from [BBF15]

Here we summarise the construction from [BBF15, §4] in the context of Theorem 3.1,
and state some of the results of that paper that we shall need in what follows.

Let Y be a collection of geodesic metric spaces, with specified subsets πY pXq Ă Y
whenever X ‰ Y are elements of Y. Write dπY pX,Zq to mean diampπY pXq Y πY pZqq for
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X ‰ Y ‰ Z. We say that Y satisfies the projection axioms with constant ϑ if

diampπY pXqq ď ϑ whenever X ‰ Y ;(P0)
if X,Y, Z are distinct and dπY pX,Zq ą ϑ, then dπZpX,Y q ď ϑ;(P1)
for X ‰ Z, the set tY : dπY pX,Zq ą ϑu is finite.(P2)

If, moreover, a group G acts on Y, and each g P G induces isometries g : Y Ñ gY , then
we say that the projection axioms are satisfied G–equivariantly if the isometries satisfy
g1g2 “ g1 ¨ g2, and if gπY pXq “ πgY pgXq holds for any X,Y P Y.

Lemma 3.4. Let pG,Sq be an HHG with constant E, and S1 a set of pairwise transverse
domains. The set tCU : U P S1u, equipped with πU pV q “ ρVU satisfies the projection
axioms with constant s0 ` 4E, where s0 is as in [BHS19, Thm 4.5]. Furthermore, if S1 is
G–invariant, then the projection axioms are satisfied G–equivariantly.

Proof. One of the axioms of HHGs is that axiom (P0) holds with constant E. For ax-
ioms (P1) and (P2), let x P PU and z P PV lie in the corresponding product regions. If
dπW pU, V q ą 4E, then dW px, ρ

V
W q ą 4E ´ diampρUW q ´ dW pρ

U
W , xq ´ diampρVW q ą E, so by

consistency we have dV px, ρ
W
V q ď E, and hence dπV pU,W q ď 4E, establishing axiom (P1).

Inequality (DF) applies with threshold s0. The distance dGpx, zq is finite, so there are
only finitely many domains W with dW px, zq ě s0 ` 2E. (This can also be deduced from
[BHS19, Lem. 2.5].) By definition, if W ‰ U, V , then πW pxq and πW pzq are E–close to ρUW
and ρVW , respectively, so axiom (P2) is satisfied with constant s0 ` 2E. The “furthermore”
statement is immediate from the equivariance in the definition of an HHG. �

Lemma 3.4 applies in the case where S1 “ Si comes from a BBF colouring, and we
henceforth work in this case. According to [BBF15], there is a constant Θ “ ΘpEq such
that all of the following holds whenever K ě Θ.

The quasitree of metric spaces CSi is obtained by taking the disjoint union
Ů

Si
CU

and attaching an edge of length L from each point in ρUV to each point in ρVU whenever
d5W pρ

U
W , ρ

V
W q ď K for all W P Si, where d5W is a small perturbation of dW ; more infor-

mation will be given below. The constant L is determined by E and K. By [BBF15,
Theorem A], each CU is isometrically embedded and totally geodesic in CSi. In fact, it
is a theorem of Hume [Hum17] that this quasitree of metric spaces is quasiisometric to a
tree-graded space each of whose pieces is quasiisometric to some CU , but we shall not need
this for the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Importantly for us, since the setsSi are all G–equivariant, the projection axioms are sat-
isfied G–equivariantly. The construction of the quasitree of metric spaces yields a natural
action of G on CSi.

A nice property related to this is that CSi to some extent preserves the coarse geometry
of the component spaces. More specifically, as has been mentioned, since the domains CU
in an HHG are all E–hyperbolic, CSi is also hyperbolic, with constant depending only on
E and K [BBF15, Thm 4.17]. Moreover, if the CU are all pλ, λq–quasiisometric to trees,
then CSi is quasiisometric to a tree, with constant depending only on K and λ [BBF15,
Thm 4.14].

For U, V P Si and x P CU , define π5V pxq to be x if U “ V , and ρUV otherwise. The map
π5V coarsely agrees with the closest point projection map to CV Ă CSi [BBF15, Cor. 4.10].

We now discuss the perturbation of dU mentioned above. For each U there is a “distance
function” d5U : CSiˆCSi Ñ r0,8q, which is symmetric, sends the diagonal to zero, and, up
to a constant depending only on E, satisfies the triangle inequality. By [BBF15, Thm 3.3],
there is a constant δ “ δpEq such that for all x, y P CSi we have

diampπ5U pxq Y π
5
U pyqq ´ δ ď d5U px, yq ď diampπ5U pxq Y π

5
U pyqq.(1)
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The quasitree of metric spaces has a distance formula that is somewhat akin to the one
for HHGs [BBF15, Thm 4.13]: there is a constant K 1 “ K 1pE,Kq ą K such that for any
x, y P CSi,

1

2

ÿ

Si

!!

d5U px, yq
))

K1
ď dCSipx, yq ď 6K ` 4

ÿ

Si

!!

d5U px, yq
))

K
.(2)

A significant difference between inequalities (DF) and (2) is that inequality (2) does not
have thresholding: one cannot vary the constants K and K 1 once the space CSi has been
built.

As a final remark, note that, according to [BBFS20, Thm 4.1], instead of altering the
distance function and using d5, one could instead perturb the ρ–points from the HHG
structure and work with the usual distance. This approach gives a tighter distance formula,
with threshold K on both sides, but although it simplifies proofs about CSi itself, it makes
no difference here, so we choose to work with the original HHG structure.

3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.1

We work in the notation of the statement of Theorem 3.1. That is, pG,Sq is an HHG
with a BBF colouring S “

Ůχ
i“1Si. We recall the convention of writing dU px, yq to mean

dCU pπU pxq, πU pyqq.

Lemma 3.5. There is a domain Ui P Si such that dU pg, ρ
gUi

U q ď E for every g P G and
all U P Si r tUiu.

Proof. Let U P Si, let h be any point in the product region PU , and set Ui “ h´1U , so
that 1 P PUi . Since gPUi “ PgUi we are done by the definition of a product region. �

Choice of constants. We fix a choice of the constant K with respect to another number,
D. The reasoning behind this choice will become apparent as the proof progresses. By
[BHS19, Thm 4.4], there is a constant D0 depending only on E such that any two points in
G are joined by a D0–hierarchy path. Let D ą maxt100E,D0,Θu, and choose K ą 101D.
We shall fix a particular value of D later, when we have the necessary context.

Construction of Ψ. For each i, define ψi : G Ñ CSi by setting ψipgq “ gπUip1q. Note
that ψipgq P CgUi Ă CSi. Let Ψ “ pψ1, . . . , ψχq.

The fact that Ψ is a quasiisometric embedding is proved as Proposition 3.8. This is done
in [BBF15, § 5.3] in the mapping class group case, and we work in the general HHG case.
Proposition 3.9 shows that Ψ is quasimedian.

Lemma 3.6. dU pπ
5
Uψipgq, gq ď E for any g P G and any U P Si.

Proof. If U “ gUi then π5Uψipgq “ π5UπgUipgq “ πU pgq. Otherwise, π5Uψipgq “ ρgUi

U , and
we are done by Lemma 3.5. �

Lemma 3.7. Ψ is coarsely Lipschitz, with constants depending only on E, K, and χ.

Proof. Write th1, . . . , hnu for the fixed finite generating set of G. Note that dU p1, hjq ď 2E.
It suffices to bound dCSipψip1q, ψiphjqq. By Lemma 3.5 and inequality (1), ifW R tUi, hjUiu
then we have

d5W pψip1q, ψiphjqq ď diam
`

ρUi
W Y ρ

hjUi

W

˘

ď 2E ` dW
`

ρUi
W , 1

˘

` dW p1, hjq ` dW
`

hj , ρ
hjUi

W

˘

ď 6E.

Similarly, if W “ Ui ‰ hjUi or W “ hjUi ‰ Ui then d5W pψip1q, ψiphjqq ď 3E, and
if W “ Ui “ hjUi then d5W pψip1q, ψiphjqq ď 4E. It follows from inequality (2) that
dCSipψip1q, ψiphjqq is bounded, as K ą 6E. �
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Proposition 3.8 (Quasiisometric embedding). There is a number κ “ κpE,Kq such that
Ψ is a pκ, κq–quasiisometric embedding.

Proof. By Lemma 3.7 and the fact that G acts on CSi by isometries, it suffices to bound
below the distance between Ψp1q and Ψpgq by a linear function of dGp1, gq. By inequality
(2), 2 dCSipx, yq ě

ř

Si

!!

d5U px, yq
))

K1
for any x, y P CSi. Fix s ą K 1`2δ`4E sufficiently

large to apply the HHG distance formula, inequality (DF). There are constants As, Bs
such that dGp1, gq ď As

řχQi `Bs, where Qi denotes
ř

Si
ttdU p1, gquus.

Consider a domain U contributing to Qi. If U R tUi, gUiu then by Lemma 3.5 we have
dU p1, gq ď 2E ` dU pρ

Ui
U , ρ

gUi

U q ď 2E ` diampρUi
U Y ρgUi

U q, and hence, by inequality (1),
dU p1, gq ď d5U pψip1q, ψipgqq ` 2E ` δ, as any ρVW has diameter at most E.

If U “ Ui ‰ gUi then dU p1, gq ď dU p1, ρ
gUi

U q ` E “ d5U pψip1q, ψipgqq ` E, and similarly
if U “ gUi ‰ Ui. Finally, if U “ Ui “ gUi, then dU p1, gq “ d5U pψip1q, ψipgqq.

In any case, we have d5U pψip1q, ψipgqq ě s´ δ´2E ą K 1, so U contributes to the sum in
the lower bound of inequality (2). Moreover, s´ δ ´ 2E ą δ ` 2E, so 2 d5U pψip1q, ψipgqq ą

d5U pψip1q, ψipgqq ` δ ` 2E ą dU p1, gq. By inequality (2), we thus have

Qi ď 2
ÿ

Si

!!

d5U pψp1q, ψpgqq
))

K1
ď 4 dCSipψip1q, ψipgqq.

Summing over i P t1, . . . , χu gives the result. �

Our strategy for showing that Ψ is quasimedian is to show that the ψi send hierarchy
paths (of a certain quality) in G to unparametrised quasigeodesics in CSi.

Proposition 3.9 (Quasimedian). There is a number κ1 “ κ1pE,K, χq such that Ψ is
κ1–quasimedian.

Proof. Since the ith component of the (coarse) median of a triangle in
śχ CSi is the

(coarse) median of the ith components of the vertices, it suffices to show that every ψi
is quasimedian. Let m be the median in G of points x1, x2, x3. By construction, πU pmq
is uniformly close, in terms of E, to any geodesic from πU pxjq to πU pxkq, so there exists
θ “ θpEq such that m P Hθpxj , xkq. By [RST18, Prop. 5.5], there exists D1 “ D1pθq such
that Hθpxj , xkq is contained in the union of all D1–hierarchy paths from xj to xk. Let
D ą maxtD1, 100E,D0,Θu, and let γjk be a D–hierarchy path from xj to xk that contains
m.

By Proposition 3.10, the image of m under ψi is contained in each side of the µ–
quasigeodesic triangle with vertices ψipxjq and sides ψiγjk, in the hyperbolic space CSi.
It follows that ψipmq is uniformly close to the median in CSi of ψpx1q, ψipx2q, ψipx3q. �

We henceforth fix D as in the proof of Proposition 3.9. Since D is determined by E and
K, we view dependence on D merely as dependence on E and K. Recall that K ą 101D.
Perhaps a better way to think of this is that K is chosen sufficiently large in terms of E,
and then D can take any value between maxtD1, 100E,D0,Θu and K

101 .

Proposition 3.10 (Hierarchy paths Ñ quasigeodesics). There is a constant µ “ µpE,Kq
such that the image of any D–hierarchy path γ : t0, 1, . . . , T u Ñ G under ψi is an un-
parametrised µ–quasigeodesic in the hyperbolic space CSi.

The proof of Proposition 3.10 occupies the remainder of this section. Since G is a group
and the ψi are G–equivariant, we may assume that γp0q “ 1, and we write γpT q “ g.
Since γ is a D–hierarchy path, πUγ is a D–quasigeodesic, so if U P Si X Rel100Dp1, gq
then there exists a minimal aU P t0, . . . , T u with dU pγpaU q, 1q ě 2D, and a maximal
bU P t0, . . . , T u with dU pγpbU q, gq ě 2D. Moreover, both πUγ|r0,aU s and πUγ|rbU ,T s are
10D–coarsely constant, and since D ą 100E, consistency ensures that bV ă aU whenever
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V ă U . (Recall that V ă U if dV pg, ρUV q ď E, in which case dV pγpbV q, ρ
U
V q ě 2D ´ E.)

Write xU “ γpaU q, yU “ γpbU q. By γU we mean the subpath γ|raU ,bU s.

Lemma 3.11. For all U P Rel100Dp1, gq, if x P γU then dCSipψipxq, πU pxqq ď 6K. In
particular, ψiγU Ă N6KpCUq, and ψiγU is an unparametrised D1–quasigeodesic from ψipxU q
to ψipyU q, where D1 “ D1pE,Kq.

CU

CW

CUi CgUi
ρUi

U
•
πU (1)•

ρxUi

U
•

πU (g) •

ρWU•

πU (x)
•

•
ρUW

•
πW (1) •

πW (g)

•
πW (x)

Figure 1. Heuristic picture of the proof of Proposition 3.11. The path πW γ is a
D–quasigeodesic.

Proof. By inequality (2), if dCSipψipxq, πU pxqq ą 6K then there is some domain W P Si

such that d5W pψipxq, πU pxqq ě K. If W “ U then dW pπ
5
Wψipxq, πW pxqq ě K ´ δ ´ 2E by

inequality (1), contradicting Lemma 3.6. We also cannot have U “ xUi, for then ψipxq

would be equal to πU pxq by definition. IfW R tU, xUiu then we have diampρUW Yρ
xUi
W q ě K

by inequality (1), so by Lemma 3.5 we have dW pρ
U
W , xq ě K ´ 3E. By consistency, we

thus have dU pρ
W
U , xq ď E in any case where W ‰ U .

By definition of xU and yU , it follows that both πU p1q and πU pgq are E–far from ρWU , so
both πW p1q and πW pgq are E–close to ρUW . In particular, they are both pK´4Eq–far from
πW pxq, which contradicts the fact that πWγ is an unparametrised D–quasigeodesic. �

For a constant M ą K, enumerate RelM p1, gq XSi “ tU2, U4, . . . , Unu according to the
total order. We abbreviate aUj to aj and ρ

Uj´1

Uj`1
to ρj´1j`1 etc. For odd j, let αj “ γ|rbj´1,aj`1s

,
where we take b0 “ 0 and an`2 “ T .

Lemma 3.12. Each path ψiαj is an unparametrised quasigeodesic with constant indepen-
dent of M .

Proof. Let α̂j be a geodesic in CSi from ψipyj´1q to ψipxj`1q. It suffices to show that ψiαj
fellow-travels α̂j with constant independent of M .

Our choice of D (large in terms of E and Θ) allows us to invoke [BBF15, Thm 4.11] to
get a constant µ1 “ µ1pE,Kq such that if U P Rel100Dp1, gq XSi and Uj´1 ă U ă Uj`1,
then α̂j comes µ1–close to π5Uψipyj´1q and π

5
Uψipxj`1q.

By [BBF15, Cor. 4.10], the map π5U is coarsely Lipschitz, with constants depending
only on E and K. Since π5UπUj´1pyj´1q “ ρj´1U , this bounds dCSipπ

5
Uψipyj´1q, ρ

j´1
U q in

terms of dCSipψipyj´1q, πUj´1pyj´1qq, which in turn is bounded by Lemma 3.11. But, by
Lemma 3.11 and the definition of xU , the set ρj´1U is uniformly close to ψipxU q in terms of
E and K. Thus π5Uψipyj´1q lies at uniformly bounded distance from ψipxU q, and similarly
π5Uψipxj`1q lies at uniform distance from ψipyU q.
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This shows that α̂j comes uniformly close to both ψipxU q and ψipyU q. According to
Lemma 3.11, it follows that the path ψiαj |raU ,bU s fellow-travels a subgeodesic of α̂j with
constant depending only on E and K. By the definition of total ordering on Rel100Dp1, gqX
Si, there is a bound on the overlap between any two of these subpaths. To complete the
proof, it suffices to show that their complement is bounded.

Now suppose that x and y are points on γ with Si X Rel100Dpx, yq “ ∅. Inequality (2)
and Lemma 3.6 tell us that dCSipψipxq, ψipyqq is bounded by 6K, because K ą 101D.
Thus each component of the complement of the raU , bU s in r0, T s is mapped by ψiγ to a
set of diameter at most 6K inside CSi.

We have shown that ψiαj lies at Hausdorff distance from α̂j bounded in terms of E,D,K
only. Moreover, we have shown that the closest point projection from ψiαj to α̂j is coarsely
monotone since the above subpaths of α̂j have bounded overlaps. �

Our goal is now to apply to ψiγ a standard lemma for recognising when a piecewise-
quasigeodesic in a hyperbolic space is a quasigeodesic:

Lemma 3.13 ([HW16, Lem. 4.3]). For any numbers δ, λ1, λ2 and any function h : RÑ R
there is a constant L0 such that the following holds. Suppose that Z is a δ–hyperbolic space
and P “ α1γ2α3 . . . γn´1αn Ă Z is a path such that each γi is a λ1–quasigeodesic and each
αi is a λ2–quasigeodesic. Suppose further that for any positive r, each of the sets

N3δ`rpγiq X γi˘2 and N3δ`rpγiq X αi˘1

has diameter at most hprq. If every γi has length |γi| ě L0, then the distance between the
endpoints of P is at least 1

4λ1λ2
|P | ´ λ2.

In the preceding lemma, one can compute L0 explicitly, although we do not need this.
Specifically, if λ is such that any λi–quasigeodesic (i “ 1, 2) lies λ–close to the geodesic
joining its endpoints, then the required value of L0 depends on h only in the sense that it
depends on hpδ ` 3λq — see the proof of [HW16, Lem. 4.3].

Lemma 3.14. There is a function h1, depending on E and K, such that for all positive r,
the diameters of the sets

Nrpψiγjq XNrpψiγj˘2q and αj XNrpψiγj˘1q

are bounded by h1prq.

Proof. According to [BBF15, Theorem A], the subset CU of CSi is totally geodesic, hence
quasiconvex. Thus the usual hyperbolic coarse closest-point projection to CU is a well-
defined coarsely lipschitz coarse map. Furthermore, [BBF15, Cor. 4.10] tells us that if
U ‰ V , then the closest-point projection of CU onto CV in CSi is in a uniformly bounded
neighbourhood of the set ρUV . It follows that NrpCUq XNrpCV q has diameter bounded in
r, and by Lemma 3.11 this is enough for the first intersection.

By Lemma 3.11 and [BBF15, Cor. 4.10], it follows that the closest point in CUj`1 to
ψipyj´1q is coarsely equal to ρj´1j`1. Together with the definition of xj`1, those two results
also show that ρj´1j`1 is coarsely the closest point in CUj`1 to ψipxj`1q. Thus the closest
point projection of ψiαj to CUj`1 is a coarse point, as ψiαj is a quasigeodesic from ψipyj´1q
to ψipxj`1q (Lemma 3.12), and similarly for CUj´1. The bound for the second intersection
follows. �

We are now in a position to prove Proposition 3.10, which in turn proves Proposition 3.9,
and thus completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Proposition 3.10. γ is a D–quasigeodesic, so by Proposition 3.7 and the fact that
coordinate maps are Lipschitz, the path ψiγ is a Lipschitz path.

In light of Lemmas 3.11, 3.12, and 3.14, the conditions of Lemma 3.13 are met by
ψiγ “ pψiα1qpψiγ2q . . . pψiαn`1q, with all parameters in terms of E and K only. There
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thus exists a constant L0 “ L0pE,Kq such that if every ψiγj has length at least L0, then
ψiγ is a quasigeodesic, with constants depending only on E and K.

Now fixM “ L0`20K. The length of ψiγj is at least the distance between its endpoints,
ψipxjq and ψipyjq. By construction and Lemma 3.11, these are, respectively, 10D ` 6K–
close to πjp1q and πjpgq. We have bounded below the length of ψiγj by dU p1, gq ´ 20D ´
12K ě L0 ` 20K ´ 10D ´ 12K ą L0, which completes the proof. �

3.3. The quasitree case

Here we work in the setting of Theorem 3.1, but with the additional assumption that
the domains CU are uniformly quasiisometric to trees. This case will be our main focus in
the remainder of the paper.

Theorem 3.15. Let pG,Sq be an HHG with a BBF colouring S “
Ůχ
i“1Si. If, for

all U P S, the hyperbolic space CU is pλ, λq–quasiisometric to a tree, then there is a
quasimedian quasiisometry Φ from G to a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex C, with
constants depending only on E, K, χ, and λ.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, G admits a quasimedian quasiisometric embedding in the product
śχ
i“1 CSi. Since every CU is a quasitree, [BBF15, Thm 4.14] tells us that the CSi are

quasitrees. Thus G admits a (nonequivariant) quasimedian quasiisometrc embedding in
a finite product of trees, which is a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube complex. Applying
Proposition 2.12 completes the proof. �

To construct C we first applied quasiisometries qi to the CSi to get trees TSi. Let
πi be the coordinate map C Ñ TSi, so that φi “ πiΦ “ qiψi. Let Φ̄ be a quasimedian
quasiinverse to Φ. Our next proposition strengthens the correspondence between G and C
by showing that Φ “respects convexity”.

Proposition 3.16 (Hierarchically quasiconvex Ø convex). For every function k there is
a constant κ “ κpE,K, χ, k, λq with the property that for each k–hierarchically quasiconvex
subset Z Ă G there is a convex subcomplex Z 1 Ă C such that dHauspΦpZq,Z 1q ď κ.
Conversely, there is a function k0 “ k0pE,K, χ, λq such that Φ̄pZ 1q is k0–hierarchically
quasiconvex whenever Z 1 Ă C is convex.

Proof. For the first statement, let Z 1 “ tz P C : πipzq P hullTSipφipZqq for all iu. Clearly
Z 1 is convex and contains ΦpZq. It thus suffices to show that every z P Z 1 is uniformly
close to ΦpZq. Let z P Z 1. Since Φ is a quasiisometry, there is some g P G with dCpΦpgq, zq
uniformly bounded and it is enough to bound dGpg,Zq.

By [RST18, Prop. 5.7], D–hierarchy paths with their endpoints in Z stay uniformly
close to Z, so their φi–images stay uniformly close to φipZq. By Proposition 3.10, their
ψi–images are quasigeodesics, and so their qiψi “ φi–images are as well. Hence φipZq is
uniformly close to its hull, and it follows from the construction of Z 1 that dCSipψipgq, ψipZqq
is uniformly bounded. Now, π5U is coarsely Lipschitz, so by Lemma 3.6 we have that

dU pg,Zq ď dU pg, π
5
Uψipgqq ` dU pπ

5
Uψipgq, π

5
UψipZqq ` dU pπ

5
UπipZq,Zq

is uniformly bounded. Finally, hierarchical quasiconvexity of Z ensures that g is uniformly
close to Z.

For the converse statement, note that by [RST18, Prop. 5.11], it suffices to bound
the distance between the median m “ mGpz1, z2, gq and Φ̄pZ 1q as the zi “ Φ̄pz1iq vary over
Φ̄pZ 1q and g varies overG. By convexity,m1 “ mCpz

1
1, z

1
2,Φpgqq P Z 1, and so Φ̄pm1q P Φ̄pZ 1q.

Since Φ̄ is quasimedian, dGpΦ̄pm1q,mGpz1, z2, Φ̄Φpgqq is uniformly bounded, and thus so is
dGpΦ̄pm

1q,mq as G is a coarse median space. �
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4. Applications

Here we deduce consequences of the construction and results of the previous section.

Corollary 4.1. If pG,Sq is an HHG with a BBF colouring S “
Ůχ
i“1Si, then the asymp-

totic dimension of G is at most χp1`maxtasdimpCUq : U P Squ ă 8.

Proof. Each domain has finite asymptotic dimension [BHS17a, Cor. 3.3]. Since G acts
cofinitely on S, there are only finitely many isometry types of domains. We therefore have
asdimpCV q ď suptasdimpCUq : U P Su “ n ă 8 for every V P Si. According to [BBF15,
Thm 4.24], this shows that asdimpCSiq ď n ` 1 for all i, and the result follows from
subadditivity of asymptotic dimension under direct products [BDLM08, Thm 2.5]. �

The bound of Corollary 4.1 is not directly comparable with the one from [BHS17a,
Thm 5.2], which is based on data such as the length of a maximal Ĺ–chain in S, or the
size of certain collections of pairwise K–related domains—it has no knowledge of the action
of G on S.

For the remainder, we shall work with an HHG with a BBF colouring and with the
property that all its domains are pλ, λq–quasiisometric to trees. Note that in this case,
Corollary 4.1 also follows from Theorem 3.15 by [Wri12, Thm 4.10]. Our next consequence
is a coarse version of the Helly property for hierarchically quasiconvex subsets of the group
G. It relies on the following lemma. Recall that hullCpAq denotes the convex hull in C of
a subcomplex A.

Lemma 4.2. If C is the 1–skeleton of a CAT(0) cube complex of dimension d, and Z 1 is
the 1–skeleton of a convex subcomplex, then hullCpNrpZ 1qq Ă NdrpZ 1q holds for all r P N.

Proof. We proceed by induction. For the inductive step, note that

hullCpNrpZ 1qq Ă hullC

´

N1

`

hullpNr´1pZ 1qq
˘

¯

Ă Nd

`

Ndpr´1qpZ 1q
˘

so it suffices to prove the lemma in the case r “ 1.
Let z P hullpN1pZ 1qq, so any hyperplane separating z from Z 1 meets N1pZ 1q. If two

such hyperplanes do not cross then each lies in a halfspace corresponding to the other,
so one of them meets Z 1, and hence cannot separate z from Z 1: a contradiction. Thus
any hyperplanes separating z from Z must pairwise cross, so there are at most d such
hyperplanes. In particular, dCpz,Z 1q ď d, as Z 1 is convex. �

Theorem 4.3 (Coarse Helly property). Let pG,Sq be an HHG with a BBF colouring and
with the property that all its domains are pλ, λq–quasiisometric to trees. Suppose that tZiu
is a finite collection of pairwise R–close k–hierarchically quasiconvex subsets of G. Then
there is a constant r “ rpE,K, χ, k, λ,Rq such that for some g P G we have dGpg,Ziq ď r
for all i.

Proof. Let Φ be the quasimedian quasiisometry from G to a finite-dimensional CAT(0)
cube complex C provided by Theorem 3.15. Since the Zi are pairwise R–close, their Φ–
images are pairwise close in terms of E, K, λ, and R. By Proposition 3.16, each ΦpZiq is
close (in terms of E, K, k, λ, and R) to a convex subcomplex Z 1i Ă C, so the Z 1i are pairwise
close. By Lemma 4.2, the Z 1i are uniformly close to a collection of pairwise intersecting
convex subcomplexes of C, whose total intersection is nonempty by the Helly property for
CAT(0) cube complexes [HW09, Cor. 3.6]. One can take g to be the image of any point in
this total intersection under any quasiinverse to Φ that has constants defined in terms of
E, K, and λ. �

Remark 4.4. The result of Theorem 4.3 might seem surprising: until recent work of
Chepoi-Dragan-Vaxès [CDV17], it was not widely known to hold in such a strong way in
hyperbolic spaces. Indeed, in that setting, given n quasiconvex subsets that are pairwise
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close, the naïve observation is that there is some point that is r–close to each of them,
with r depending on n. (The result in [CDV17] removes the dependence on n.)

Even without appealing to [CDV17], the situation is better for hyperbolic groups. For
one thing, a strong “coarse Helly property” holds for cosets of quasiconvex subgroups,
namely bounded packing [GMRS98]. Moreover, one can actually remove dependence on
the number of quasiconvex subsets as follows.

It is a theorem of Haglund–Wise that for every hyperbolic group G there is a quasi-
isometry f to a uniformly locally finite CAT(0) cube complex C [HW12, Thm 1.8] (this
result uses work of Bonk–Schramm [BS00]). Moreover, f is quasimedian: forgetting the
cubical structure of C leaves a hyperbolic space, so, by considering quasigeodesic triangles,
f is quasimedian at the level of hyperbolic spaces, and hence is actually quasimedian as
any quasigeodesic triangle in C is close to any 1–skeleton geodesic triangle, one of which
is a tripod. Now let tAiu be a finite collection of pairwise R–close quasiconvex subsets of
G, so that the R–neighbourhoods NRpAiq, which are quasiconvex, pairwise intersect. The
sets Bi “ fpNRpAiqq thus pairwise intersect, and, by [Hag08, Thm 2.28], are uniformly
Hausdorff-close to their convex hulls B1i Ă C. By the Helly property for convex subcom-
plexes of CAT(0) cube complexes, there is some point p contained in every B1i, and hence
any point that f maps close to p must lie close to all Ai.

Note that Theorem 4.3 does not provide a new proof of this fact, as the trivial HHG
structure on a general hyperbolic group is not an HHG structure whose CU spaces are
quasitrees.

Corollary 4.5. Let pG,Sq be an HHG with a BBF colouring and with the property that all
its domains are pλ, λq–quasiisometric to trees. Every hierarchically quasiconvex subgroup
H ă G has bounded packing.

Proof. By Theorem 4.3, any collection of pairwise R–close cosets of H are r–close to a
single point. In particular, these cosets all intersect a ball of radius r, which is finite since
G is finitely generated. Since cosets are disjoint, we have bounded the number of pairwise
R–close cosets by the cardinality of the r–ball. �

Our final result is analogous to similar statements for hyperbolic groups [Sag97, Thm. 3.1],
[HW14, Thm 7.1], [NR03, Thm 5].

Corollary 4.6. Let pG,Sq be an HHG with a BBF colouring and with the property that
all its domains are pλ, λq–quasiisometric to trees. If G has a k–hierarchically quasiconvex
codimension–1 subgroup H, then G acts cocompactly on a finite-dimensional CAT(0) cube
complex with hyperplane stabilisers commensurable with H.

Proof. Fix R large enough that N “ NRpHq is connected (possible by hierarchical qua-
siconvexity) and G r N has at least two H–orbits of deep components. Let K be one
such orbit. This gives G a wallspace structure with walls gW “ tgK,Gr gKq, so G acts
on the CAT(0) cube complex dual to this wallspace, and the hyperplane stabilisers are
commensurable with H by [HW14, Rem. 3.11, Def. 2.10]. It suffices to show that there are
only finitely many orbits of collections of pairwise crossing walls.

By [Sag97, Lem. 3.2], if N and gN are disjoint, then the walls W and gW do not cross.
Thus if we have a set of pairwise crossing walls gW then the sets gN pairwise intersect, so
the cosets gH are pairwise 2R–close, and we are done by Corollary 4.5. �
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